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Introduction 

2022 and Beyond: A Vision for CEFIMA 

The decision not to renew CEFIMA for another 5 years was taken as a challenge: a 

challenge to find a way to ensure CEFIMAs legacy continues to imbue the Norwegian 

Film School community with a sense of experimentation, research, and innovation also 

after the funding period ends. Much of the work of 2021 is therefore focussed on looking 

forward, to ensuring the many activities of the past 4 years, leave a lasting legacy both 

on the structure and content of all NFS educational activities and on the school’s 

approach to artistic research and outreach projects. 

The Abstract for the original CEFIMA application states, 

The vision for CEFIMA is innovation in Norwegian Film Schools 

(NFS) present teaching and learning programmes in filmmaking to 

fully incorporate digital technology and interactivity as a means of 

artistic expression. Digital technology has long been adopted in all 

phases of film and television production, but artists are just now 

beginning to explore its full potential. The challenge is to prepare 

students to exploit the new technologies for telling meaningful stories 

that help us understand both intellectually and emotionally an 

increasingly complex world.  

At the time this was written many of the early signs of a technological revolution in film 

and interactive media arts were visible but not yet realized. As with any cutting-edge 

initiative, some of the CEFIMA projects have led to fruitful results, while others have 

not. On the whole, however, the developments have been positive and are having an 
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ongoing effect on the school curricula, the artistic research work being done, and the 

organisation and development of the school as an organisation. 

There is no doubt 2020 has been an extraordinary year for everyone, and the fields of 

higher education and filmmaking in Norway are no exception. The measures taken in 

countries throughout the world, which included the closure of Norwegian society on 

March 12th, 2020, and varying degrees of mobility restrictions since, have profoundly 

changed the way activities in higher education have been organised and, for programmes 

such as the ones at the Norwegian Film School, led to an extensive examination of how 

an education entirely founded on principles of experiential and project-based learning 

can find ways of providing meaningful learning activities for students who are unable to 

meet and work in the same environment. 

At the same time, the Covid-19 pandemic has created a situation where faculty, staff, 

and students have been open to exploring digital and remote forms of working and 

learning in ways they might not have been otherwise. The pandemic did force changes 

one of the major CEFIMA-initiated projects for the fall 2020 semester, elements of those 

plans nonetheless found their way into smaller-scale projects in an organic way which 

ultimately may have an even deeper impact than planned. 
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Bachelor Programmes 

In the original CEFIMA Action Plan, the remaking of the Norwegian Film School BFA 

programmes was to be the final major undertaking of the 5 years of the Centre. The 

initial focus was on the revision of the MFA programmes (see below) and the 

establishment of an Artistic Research community to inspire and feed into the 

curriculum. 

The NFS BFA programmes are based on a common European model known as the “six-

pack”1. A direct effect of this is that NFS does not have the traditional academic schedule 

of courses completed at the end of semesters, but instead has a structure punctuated by 

production exercises where all departments come together. The schedule in between 

exercises is focussed on the individual disciplines, either on their own or in 

transdisciplinary collaborations, developing the knowledge and skills necessary to meet 

the practical and creative challenges of the next exercise. 

A drawback of the six-pack can be inflexibility, as all students need to be involved in all 

production exercises in more or less traditional industry roles — which can hinder more 

experimental approaches and new innovations. In addition, NFS accepts new students 

every two years meaning changes to the curriculum are implemented on a two-year cycle 

rather than every year. 

Understanding the six-pack model is crucial to understanding NFS and finding ways of 

challenging and innovating this structure and creating room for experimentation has 

been a major aim of CEFIMA. 

We are now seeing the experiences and results of early experiments collated and 

examined by, among others, a working group set down to evaluate and recommend 

changes to the BFA programmes. This working group started in the fall of 2020 and has 
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been surveying staff, students, alumni, and industry leaders; has been conducting in-

depth interviews with key stakeholders; and analysing some of the key CEFIMA 

projects. All of this will lead to a set of recommendations for future development of the 

BFA, due in mid-2021 which will form the basis a remodelling of the programmes. 

In this context, the key responsibility of CEFIMA has been the promotion and testing of 

non-traditional collaborations. The structures of the film industry are built on a fairly 

set way of developing film and television drama where funding and greenlight of projects 

is commonly based on the script and the plans for realising that script as a cinematic 

work. Film school productions around the world are also often created according to this 

model. 

Early CEFIMA experiments such as The Goldfish Theory2 and (especially) Lone Wolves 

Stick Together3 have demonstrated non-traditional ways of creating and realizing 

cinematic works using (for a film school) non-traditional storytelling platforms. In both 

cases departments generally not involved in project development have been key to the 

origin and development of both the narrative worlds and the final projects. 

Of particular importance have been the lasting effects seen from Lone Wolves Stick 

Together. One major innovation was introducing ways a project can be conceived and 

developed by other departments than script and directing, in this case sound and 

production design, using the methods environmental design and world building as 

starting points. In the planning of semester 3 for kull 12 (fall semester 2020), world 

building was the primary focus of the semester and the production exercise planned. 

Unfortunately, this semester was radically changed due to Covid-19 restrictions, but 

elements of environmental design and world building were incorporated into a workshop 

for cinematography and production design. 
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Several project ideas were spawned from the BFA cohort who were directly involved, and 

two of these led to project plans as part of the individual research projects for the final 

exams.4 In addition to this, several of the workshops that sprung up during the covid 

shutdown of the spring 2020 semester took advantage of the extraordinary situation to 

incorporate the non-traditional hierarchies made visible through the Lone Wolves Stick 

Together project. One example of this was a two-week workshop involving sound and 

cinematography, where the stories were developed and soundtracks created by the sound 

students, and subsequently filmed by the cinematographers. 

We are also seeing the effects of other 3rd cycle artistic researchers on the curriculum. 

For example, Cecilie Levy has used her background as a screenwriter and the visual 

nature of her project to design workshops bringing both narrative tools to production 

design students as well as workshops developing the collaboration between 

screenwriting and production design. 

These experiments and the experienced gained from them and from implementing 

changes due to them are feeding directly into the working group evaluating the BFA 

programmes. Exactly how this informs their work will become apparent when their 

recommendations are complete by the summer 2021, but that it informs their work is 

already very apparent. 
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Masters Programmes 

The first major project undertaken by CEFIMA was leading the reworking of the 

Norwegian Film School’s MFA programme. This work was done in 2017-18 and has been 

discussed and documented in the Annual Reports for those two years. The first cohort to 

follow the revamped curriculum started in September 2018, and all but one of the 

students who started the programme graduated on time at the end of the spring term 

20205. While this cohort was followed closely to ensure the curriculum worked as 

intended, the full effect on final learning outcomes were only available upon completion 

of all the master’s projects in September 2020. 

The MFA, like the BFA, only accepts new students every two years. This means that the 

experiences of the 2018-20 cohort are now informing adjustments for the next cohort. 

Relevant Student Projects at the MFA 

In 2019, CEFIMA supported three student-led projects through a grant, as well as 

mentorship, ongoing dialogue, and communication. A fourth project, while not funded by 

CEFIMA, has also benefitted from mentorship and support. These experiments were 

incorporated into final master’s projects for the students in question. 

Gina Thorstensen — Cabaret  

Cabaret is a Virtual Reality experience that comments on the ocean pollution 

situation. During her studies, Gina researched different interactive techniques 

and methods to engage an audience physically and emotionally, and she 
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explored virtual character animations. This project has resulted in a production 

that has produced valuable knowledge that has been presented both the film 

school and to creative communities in Scandinavia working within VR and 

animation. 

Wenche Hellekås — Realtime Animation in Unreal Engine 

Wenche used her specialization project to test the potential of using a real-time 

game engine technology, Unreal Engine, in the creation of an animated film. 

Testing the application of this technology for animated film has broad 

application both for animation artists and the industry. Wenche also presented 

this work at the Film School and is scheduled to present at an Artistic Research 

Café. 

Pedro Sapatilla Hagen — Immersive Audio and Ambisonics 

Pedro applied to the MFA audio-visual design specialization wanting to design 

and compose spatial sound and music for a custom-made dome venue. The size 

of the dome creates some logistical challenges, but the construction leads to an 

unparalleled ability to design and compose for 3D immersive environments in 

events that can also be presented outdoors and in public spaces. The resulting 

work engages with recent discourse on integrated scores and relates to sound 

design, electroacoustic music, and sound art. It explores recent immersive 3D 

spatial audio formats (Dolby Atmos and Ambisonics) used for high-density 

speaker systems as well as VR. Pedro’s work has been featured at Artistic 

Research Café and sparks interest amongst sound communities. He is currently 
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involved with setting up a presentation at Lunds University at their Inter Arts 

Centre. 

Therese Næss Diesen — Still, Here  

In her MFA, Therese Næss Diesen expanded her sound practice from Foley to 

engaging with documentary, voice, and field recordings in a project that reflects 

on the private and personal situated in specific places, locations, histories and 

contexts. Her research resulted in the surround sound installation “Still, here” 

in three adjacent rooms, the first portraying her dying father, the second 

recording the absent void of an abandoned and derelict school building in 

Halden, and the third a portrait of Ilulissat and Disko Bay at the west coast of 

Greenland, a place deeply impacted by current climate change. All three rooms 

reflect on the transitory and the passing of time, memory and a sense of place 

and belonging, from the intimate, personal and autobiographical to global 

environmental politics. 

All four students finalized their MFA projects in 2020 and their projects have been 

presented to BFA and MFA students; this has inspired many to engage in VR and to 

take an expanded view of film and cinematic storytelling. It has enabled the 

development of a more common vocabulary in the field of cross media narratives. This 

can be seen by the number of applications we have received for this year’s open call for 

CEFIMA innovative film grant. 
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Third-Cycle Artistic Research Education 

CEFIMA continues to be pivotal to developing third-cycle arts education at The 

Norwegian Film School6. 

The Norwegian Film School has participated in the Artistic Research Fellowship 

Programme since the very beginning but hosted relatively few research fellows until the 

establishment of CEFIMA in 2017. Inland Norway University of Applied Sciences (INU) 

supports CEFIMA with internal funding through strategic allocation of five research 

fellowship positions. The increase in the number of research fellows now results in NFS 

reaching critical mass with momentum and continuity to develop an artistic research 

culture in film within the institution. On average, the Film School has recruited two 

research fellows a year 2017-2020 and has a total of nine research fellows in 2021. Since 

the establishment of the artistic research fellowship programme, four research fellows 

have graduated from the Norwegian Film School. 

Application for PhD in artistic research 

External evaluations have considered the artistic research fellowship programme a 

valuable innovation contributing to arts education, institutions, art professions, and 

relevant industries. In 2018, the program's success led the Ministry of Higher Education 

to introduce a formal PhD degree in artistic research. So far, four arts educational 

institutions have established PhD programs in artistic research and a fifth, joint, 

programme is currently in development. None of these programmes include film at a 

level of high artistic competence. 
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Norwegian regulations require PhD programs to recruit and graduate an average of five 

candidates or more a year. It is beyond the capacity of NFS to run a PhD programme at 

this scale. Considering that the Norwegian Film School and Inland Norway University of 

Applied Sciences holds the sole national responsibility for film education, it is vital to 

secure film education on par with other arts disciplines. As a result, the Ministry of 

Education has granted a temporary exemption through 2024 from the regular 

requirements to the PhD program's volume. 

In January 2021, INU, on behalf of NFS, applied to NOKUT (the Norwegian Agency for 

Quality Assurance in Education) for accreditation of a new PhD programme. The new 

programme will replace the current artistic research fellowship programme and ensure 

that the Film School can continue to offer PhD level education. The NOKUT application 

may be considered a recent primary outcome of CEFIMA and the latest manifestation of 

how CEFIMA fundamentally develops the Film School. The new PhD programme will 

secure the continuation of this strategic development long after CEFIMA has concluded. 

Explorations of how new technology extends artistic possibilities for storytelling are 

fundamental to the CEFIMA profile. To varying degrees, eight out of nine fellowship 

projects relate to this, including the two candidates admitted in 2020. Seven of the nine 

research fellows are formally associated with CEFIMA. 

The upcoming PhD programme profile ensures a continuation of this strategic 

exploration of storytelling through new technologies, media, formats, and platforms. The 

program's formal title is “PhD in artistic research in film and related audio-visual arts”. 

Rather than considering storytelling with new technologies to branch off from film into a 
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new and different artistic discipline, the programme relates to film in the expanded field. 

The programme encourages an active and dynamic two-way exchange between film and 

related audio-visual arts. Work on new technologies, formats, media, and platforms 

draws on and further develops film competencies and discourses. At the same time, film 

language reinvents itself in response to developments within the expanded field. Work 

on new formats leads to new expressive possibilities, insights, and working methods that 

also applies to linear film. 

The NOKUT application is the first of its kind in Norway, as self-accrediting institutions 

have established all prior PhD programmes in artistic research.  

We hope that the application is processed and approved by summer 2021 to establish the 

new programme in the fall, ensuring continuity of third-cycle education within the Film 

School and in Norway. 

The long-term solution: A joint PhD in artistic research 

Since the Norwegian Artistic Research Fellowship Programme no longer admits new 

candidates from 2021, and the programme will gradually terminate, the new PhD 

programme is essential to ensure continuity in third-cycle education at the Film School 

and for film in Norway. Still, the new PhD is not a permanent solution, as the exemption 

from regulations regarding the volume of the PhD programme terminates at the end of 

2024. For this reason, as a parallel effort The Norwegian Film School has initiated 

dialogue with arts educations at UiT The Arctic University of Norway and Østfold 

University College to form a joint PhD in artistic research. The Faculty of Audiovisual 

Media and Creative Technologies at INU will contribute to this programme as well. The 

application process is coordinated and led by The Norwegian Film School based on the 

expertise developed within the framework of CEFIMA. This implies that experience and 

competency so far primarily developed and deployed in-house will in the coming years 

also benefit other faculties and art educations in Norway. The ambition is to apply for 

the joint programme by the end of 2022. 

Quality development 

Parallel to strategic programme development, there is an ongoing effort to develop 

quality in third-cycle education. Development of the PhD application is one of several 

recent and ongoing processes within the Film School that also serves to review and map 

potentials for further development of the school in general and third-cycle education in 

particular. With the recruitment of a new professorship position as PhD leader in 2020, 

the program's academic leadership aligns with the Quality System for Education at INU. 

This is a further development from the initial temporary model established in 2019. Two 

new 20% professor II positions strengthen the academic environment, and Professor 

Christy Dena also brings specialist competency to the Norwegian Film School in 

developing digital and online film pedagogy. Considering that supervisors are 

distributed across three continents, this is a valuable resource. Furthermore, an 

administrative PhD coordinator has joined NFS, and a PhD committee will be 

established in 2021. Furthering institutional integration, the PhD leader has joined the 

INU R&D committee, and the PhD coordinator participates in the PhD coordinator 

forum. 
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Several processes to strengthen frameworks and working conditions will conclude in 

early 2021, including securing additional project funding and developing industrial 

partnerships for several research fellows nearing completion. NFS aims for all current 

research fellows to graduate with a formal PhD degree and is currently preparing for 

this transfer. 

It is a prerequisite that the PhD programme offers formalised opportunities for 

internationalisation and exchange. There is an ongoing dialogue to secure agreements 

with Stockholm University of the Arts and Aalto University, with the ambition to secure 

additional agreements with international institutions with relevant artistic research 

PhD programmes in film, and actively supported by the INU’s international coordinator. 

Internationalisation will strengthen contact with PhD candidates in film abroad and 

supplement participation in the Norwegian Artistic Research School with networks and 

educational offerings specifically relating to artistic research in film. 

Artistic Research Fellows 

Seven of the current research fellows have projects directly relating to the CEFIMA 

profile area. Abstracts are provided below. An additional research fellow, Frederick 

Howard, researches the management of creative processes focused on the collaborative 

methods used in the audio-visual industry. He focuses on methodology from a range of 

disciplines seeking to define best practice primarily for film and TV, but the research 

also extends to the work of game producers and creators. 
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Bendik Stang — Non-deterministic Ludo Narrative 

This research combines emergent narrative with authored ludo-narrative. How 

to tell stories in a dynamic and partly chaotic game world where the number of 

actors, their type and position is unknown to the storyteller? The approach is a 

kind of narrative blueprint that can be applied when the circumstance is right. 

Furthermore, the narrative blueprint will then adapt to the cultural situation of 

the available actors. It also explores development of dynamic game world 

through ecological simulators. In this game world, where nature can change, so 

will creatures and human populations. This is why the game world is non-

deterministic. The developer and player does not know what the game world will 

look like after the player has been playing the game for a while. Narrative 

Actors (Non-player Characters or NPCs) can be of various cultures and in this 

research project I’ll be trying to extract the needed cultural information into the 

NPCs so that the story will adapt to what is available. Ultimately, the goal is to 

increase the sense of narrative immersion in video games. 

Industrial partner: Snowcastle Games 

Dalia Al Kury — Futuring Documentary 

Futuring Documentary is a practice-based research where I explore how the 

creative documentary can benefit from a fictional futuristic setting in order to 

highlight current dystopias today? What are the aesthetic and narrative 

challenges that this hybrid form will face along the way? By working on a 

speculative docu-fiction mini-series, Al Kury hopes to explore this cinematic 

form. 

Duane Hopkins — Future film language. Research into new story telling VR 

techniques 

FFL represents Artistic Research through production of a large-scale live action 

VR narrative film: 21/12. The journey to production of 21/12 will investigate VR 

by analysing similarities/ differences between VR and 2D ‘flat’ film language. As 

with other Moving Image Arts, narrative VR will use literature (script), theatre 

(acting), & photography (cinematography). However, VR will challenge 

traditional filmmaking by removing the ‘frame’ and ideas of sequential narrative 

construction — the Eisenstein & Pudovkin modes of Montage. How then, as 

storytellers, do we guide audiences experience and originate VR specific dramas 

within this new artistic paradigm? 

(Admitted 2020-12) 

Elin Festøy — Numb 

Numb is an artistic research project exploring emotional interaction in VR, and 

how to build empathy and understanding for the situation of Children Born of 

War in a non-fiction VR experience. The aim is to study and understand new 

ways of conveying documentary material in an immersive, interactive way. 

Industrial partner: Sarepta Studio 
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Inger Cecilie Levy — Storytelling In VR: Teaching myself how to write for 

virtual reality 

Storytelling In VR: Teaching myself how to write for virtual reality is a practice-

based, artistic research study into the workings of story perspective and linear 

narratives within the scope of a 360, cinematic VR experience. Investigating 

presence, spatiality, and character/viewer-relationship to contribute to the 

search for a new screen grammar for VR, using conventional film and 

storytelling techniques as a starting point, and working towards an originally 

written, short VR experience as a final result. 

Industrial partner: Stargate Media (to be confirmed) 

Nadja Lipsyc — Lone Wolves Stick Together 

Using physical experiences as a mean to create and playtest virtual first-person 

narratives and multiplayer games, Lone Wolves Stick Together explores the 

possibility of combining VR with tools and techniques coming from live 

roleplaying, videogames, film and participatory fiction. The project is inspired by 

the movie Stalker by Tarkovsky (1979), using similar themes and surreal 

settings to investigate one main question: Is it worth cheating fate to fulfil our 

deepest desires? 

Industrial partner: Evil Doghouse Productions 
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Sonya Teich — To Look Directly at You 

To Look Directly at You is a short, narrative CG VR experience. Through the 

tradition of oral storytelling, it explores the unexpected ways we affect other 

people and how we make sense of what we are responsible for. The words being 

spoken, the voice being heard, and the movements being seen are all authored 

by the artist and are experienced inside of a virtual environment that 

handcrafted by the artist. By limiting the visual experience to a representation 

of the artist and non-representational environmental elements (i.e., the events 

of the text are not being visualized), I hope to explore how the immersive 

qualities of oral storytelling can cause a VR experience to become more 

immersive, and how the immersive qualities of a VR experience can cause oral 

storytelling to become more immersive. How do these interconnected aspects of 

both mediums augment and converse with one another? VR offers the 

opportunity for a multidisciplinary storyteller to create a new kind of literary 

experience — to communicate not just through words, but also through voice, 

movements and the ability to create a computer-generated world based on 

memory. Through this project, I hope to explore a new frontier of filmmaking in 

which a single author uses as many avenues of immersion as possible to relate 

her point of view, bringing the viewer ever closer to her experience of the world. 

(Admitted 2020-12) 
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Artistic Research and Pedagogic Development 

Fine Arts education is based on artistic research7 the same way academic and scientific 

education is based on academic and scientific research. In Norway, Artistic Research 

covers artistic processes that lead to a publicly available artistic work. An explicit 

reflection around the development and presentation of the work can also be included.8 

The primary difference between artistic practice and artistic research can be said to be 

the critical reflection on the process and methods applied in the creation of the work and 

their relationship to the final outcome. 

The most visible and plentiful examples of Artistic Research projects are the research 

fellows in the Norwegian Artistic Research Fellowship Programme, as described above. 

There are, however, several other examples of both original and applied artistic research 

being conducted by CEFIMA and NFS staff and students. The student projects are 

commented on in the sections on BFA and MFA programmes above, while and some staff 

projects are highlighted below. 

While Artistic Research provides the more visible and outward-facing results from 

CEFIMA, all activities are planned with a focus on their ultimate impact on the 

development of the Norwegian Film School’s curriculum and pedagogy. These 

relationships are also explored below. 

VIPROS 

As reported in the Annual Report for 2019, CEFIMA initiated a “Virtual Set” project in 

the fall of that year, following the demonstration from Epic Games in 2019 of how their 

software Unreal Engines was upgraded to be able to work with high-resolution moving 

imagery in real time. This enables the use of projection screens — one of the oldest 
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special effects technologies in film — in combination with green screen techniques and 

visual effects in entirely new ways. 

The project was led by Troels Linde and involved creative technologist Rafal Hanzl, 

cinematographer Kjell Vassdal and students from the MFA programme. Over a number 

of weeks they demonstrated a proof of concept, which allowed Linde to expand the 

project to an international collaborative innovation project funded by Erasmus+. As the 

project changed scale and scope its name also changed to: “Virtual Production Studies” 

— or VIPROS for short. 

As the Virtual Set project progressed it became increasingly clear that there was value 

in closer connection and knowledge exchange with other fields of competence. An early 

insight was the potential in expanding the project’s innovation processes and value in a 

more interdisciplinary innovation framework. Therefore, it was decided to look for 

collaboration partners that were both compatible with the project’s objectives and 

complimentary to its knowledge production.  

The canvassing of possible partners led to the conclusion that the project’s expansion 

would also involve financing beyond CEFIMAs capacity. Thus, it was decided to 

establish a consortium for an Erasmus+ project and submit an application for funding. 

The consortium is:  

• Lead Partner: The Norwegian Film School (NFS), Inland Norway University 

of Applied Sciences, NO 

• Film / TV / Engineering Partner: The Academy of Dramatic Art (ADA), 

University of Zagreb, HR 

• Games / Math Partner: The School of Design & Informatics (SDI), Abertay 

University, UK 

• 3D / VFX Partner: TRUEMAX Academy, DK 

• Associated Partners: 

o NRK, National Broadcaster, NO 

o Nordisk Film (NF), NO / DK 

o British Film Institute (BFI), UK 

o Epic Games, UK / US 

The project was awarded Erasmus+ funding in the fall of 2020, and project results evolve 

and solidify in dialogue with two recurring parallel processes: knowledge exchange and 

quality assurance. Throughout the project production teams and stakeholders evaluate 

progress and exchange knowledge via workshops and seminars at key junctions. To 

optimise the results’ alignment with recipients’ needs, project target groups are involved 

in the results’ quality assurance via participation in lab studies, course trialling or 

dissemination events. 

Queens Game 

Queens Game is an artistic research project supported by Diku/NARP and led by 

Professor Maureen Thomas. The project aims to create a navigable, 3D interactive 

storygame based on the early life of the historical (1353-1412) Queen Margrete of 

Norway, Denmark, and Sweden. There are also plans to develop a prototype mixed 

reality experience at Akershus Castle in Oslo, where Margete began her reign. 
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The project began in November 2018 and is scheduled to be completed by November 

2021. Professor Thomas has also been a key figure in building the artistic research 

community at NFS, participating in and leading seminars for both 3rd cycle researchers 

and MFA students. She has also included MFA audio-visual design students in her 

research, and one of them — Wenche Hellekås — was employed to continue working on 

parts of the project following her graduation. 

Pedagogic Development and Training 

A structured and integrated approach to pedagogy has long been a hallmark of the 

Norwegian Film School. The school has incorporated pedagogical dialogue and 

development in faculty meetings and international seminars, and the first official 

CEFIMA event was an international symposium on film school pedagogy, hosted by NFS 

in May 2017. 

Also in 2017, NFS completed a Nordplus-supported project with Nordic film school 

partners entitled “The Artist as (Film School) Teacher”. This project led to the 

establishment of a 15 ects blended pedagogy course. In 2018, this course was translated 

to Norwegian and offered to NFS faculty. The first group completed the course in mid-

2019. The intent was to offer a new iteration of this course in the fall of 2020, but the 

effects of the Covid-19 pandemic led to this being postponed to September 2021. 

The establishment of externally offered short courses and professional development has 

long been an aim for NFS, and CEFIMA has contributed closely to this. In 2020 NFS 

established a closer relationship with INUs Centre for Lifelong Learning (SELL) and 

began offering courses aimed at industry. CEFIMA will continue to contribute and is 

currently working with SELL to meet the Diku deadline of March 22nd for online and 

flexible education. In addition, Off-piste will run again in November 2021. 
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Dissemination 

Presentations and publications  

Presentations in conferences, seminars and festivals 

Staff and artistic research fellows regularly contribute to and presents at conferences, 

seminars and festivals in Norway and international relating to artistic research, film, 

VR and the gaming industry. 

• Elin Festøy: Part of a BAFTA panel on games for good, June 2020 

• Elin Festøy: Part of a panel on documentary for a younger audience at “Sunny 

Side of the Doc”, July 2020 

• Elin Festøy: Hired as an expert consultant by Creative Europe to review game 

development applications, April 2020 

• Nadja Lipsyc: Cannes XR – Online event, France (2020) — Speaker 

• Nadja Lipsyc: Alliances and Commonalities, Stockholm University of the Arts, 

October 2020 

• Nadja Lipsyc: Elia Biennale conference – Online event, Germany (2020) – 

Speaker 

• Trond Lossius: VIS Nordic Journal for Artistic Research: Presentation of Issue 

4, the VIS peer-review model and thoughts on the value of including the work 

by current and recent PhD researchers. Portal partner Meeting, Society for 

Artistic Research 

• Trond Lossius: Presentation of VIS — Nordic Journal for Artistic Research — 

Issue 4. Artistic Research Forum Fall 2020, The Norwegian Artistic Research 

School & PKU, Diku. 

• Trond Lossius: Composing Edgelands, Alliances and Commonalities, 

Stockholm University of the Arts, October 2020  

Peer review publications: 

• Nadja Lipsyc, Camilla Jaller & Frederick Howard (2020): Axes of tension: 

Navigating craft, institution and industry as an artresearcher in film and new 

media. International journal of film and media arts (2020) Vol. 5, No. 2 pp. 9-

26 

• Trond Lossius (2020): Affecting material and technique. Editorial for VIS 

Nordic Journal for Artistoc Research Issue 4. 

https://www.en.visjournal.nu/theme-affecting-material-and-technique/  

• Thomas, M. Forthcoming 2021. ‘Cinematic Forms and Cultural Heritage’ in 

Breeze, M. (ed). Forms of the Cinematic. London: Bloomsbury Press. 

Artistic results and presentations: 

• Trond Lossius: Edgelands, electro-acoustic composition (third order 

ambisonics), The Latent City, Bergen Kjøtt, BEK — Bergen Centre for 

Electronic Arts, November 2020 

• Trond Lossius & Jeremy Welsh: The Atmospherics 11. Single screen video 

(40:42), BEK – Bergen Centre for Electronic Arts, available online since 

Decemper 2020, https://bek.no/tema/a-video/  
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• Andrea Spreafico et. al: Danced Work in Progress. Dance performance, sound 

design by Trond Lossius, Oktoberdans, KODE 2, KODE Museum, Bergen, 

October 2020 

Artistic Research Café 2020 

As mentioned in earlier annual reports, CEFIMA has successfully built a community 

within VR and interactive media both nationally and internationally. One activity that 

engages the community is our monthly meetups AR café, where we curate interesting 

and relevant speakers to present their work, research, or projects. Due to Covid-19 we 

only managed to have two physical events once the longer-term effects of the pandemic 

became apparent, we started introducing virtual AR cafés.   

27th January 2020: Kaspar: Reflector  

Using Artificial intelligence to edit films. We invited the Danish company MAKROPOL 

currently working on an AI machine KASPAR that edits films. This project was 

supported by CEFIMA and we wanted to introduce and present the current state of the 

project to our community and students.   

24th February 2020: Masterclass in interactive scriptwriting 

Emanuel Nordrum shared his knowledge and learnings on how to write interactive 

scripts and worlds. Emanuel is a scriptwriter who has developed several interactive 

projects, including one supported by both CEFIMA and the Norwegian Film Institute. 
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30th March 2020: Creators immerse 

Creators immerse, was our first Virtual Reality Meetup where we invited the audience 

into a virtual scene they could enter through a headset or browser. Everyone appeared 

as avatars and were able to move around a virtual set up. The presenters were Simon 

Wilkinson and Myra Appanah, who run their production company BrightBlack from the 

UK, and Artistic Researcher Nadja Lipsyc, all VR immersion experts presenting their 

work and experience working at the meeting point of physical and virtual worlds.   

28th September 2020: Extending the narrative tools  

On this online meeting we looked at expanding cinematic sound from the traditional 

spectrum to a 360° immersive experience and extending the traditional narrative film to 

a performative VR installation. Presenters were film and animation director David 

Adler, and audio-visual and sound designer Pedro Sapatilla who had just graduated 

from the NFS MFA programme. 

26th October 2020: The aftermath  

This event featured two of the participants from Off-piste, who presented their 

immersive journey since their experience attending the workshop. Participants were 

Kim Baumann Larsen founder, producer and designer at Dimension Design and Ellen 

Lande, film, documentary, and VR director, and Tom Millen and Mark Atkin, the 

facilitators and designers of Off-piste. 
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Future Plans 

Vision and objectives 

The key objective for 2021 is to ensure CEFIMA is integrated into the daily life of NFS 

and has a lasting impact on film school education and the development of film and 

interactive media arts nationally and internationally. 

Centre Vision 

The Centre for Excellence in Film and Interactive Media Arts (CEFIMA) at the 

Norwegian Film School is a catalyst for developing artistic research-driven and practice-

based film education for the future that proactively explores how new technology extends 

artistic possibilities for storytelling. 

Objectives 

The objectives of CEFIMA can be represented as a matrix that address CEFIMA focus 

areas, core working methods, and strategy for dissemination of results with respect to 

artistic research and at all three cycles of education within the Norwegian Film School: 

 

  

CEFIMA aims to: 

• Strengthen film research and education in the expanded field, and explore 

how new technology extends artistic possibilities for storytelling 
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• Develop a strong artistic research culture and encourage pedagogical and 

didactic development that leads to research-driven education. 

• Disseminate artistic, pedagogic and didactic research questions, working 

methods, results, reflections and insights towards educational institutions, 

industry and the general audience. 

• Develop and implement a new model for BA education in film that extends 

into the expanded field, with an emphasis on the artistic development of the 

individual student. 

• Develop and implement a new model for MA education in film in the expanded 

field that emphasise each student’s unique artistic project and explorations. 

• Establish PhD education in artistic research in film in the expanded field, 

with artistic research projects that benefits film and related audio-visual arts 

forms. 

• Develop a culture of reflective artistic research within a film school that 

contributes to research-driven film education and explores how storytelling 

can make use of new technology, formats and media. 
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Appendix: Staffing 

As of January 1st, 2021, the staffing of CEFIMA is follows: 

Core Staff 

NFS Dean     — Karin Julsrud 

Head of Centre    — Fredrik Graver 

Strategic Project Manager   — Darshika Karunahara 

Head of NFS Artistic Research (PhD) — Trond Lossius 

Project Lead     — Troels Linde 

Line Producer    — Ingrid Nordby 

Coordinator     — Linda Tangen Bjørge 

Finance & accounting   — Ann Iren Bratt 

Student BFA     —  Natascha Lerche-Jensen 

Student MFA     —  Magnus Lysbakken 

Cinematographer    — Kjell Vassdal 

Artistic Research Group 

Artistic Researcher / Project Manager — Maureen Thomas 

Professor II     —  Christy Dena 

Artistic Research Fellow   — Nadja Lipsyc (2017-21) 

Artistic Research Fellow   — Cecilie Levy (2017-22) 

Artistic Research Fellow   — Elin Festøy (2018-22) 

Artistic Research Fellow   — Bendik Stang (2018-23) 

Artistic Research Fellow   — Dalia Alkury (2019-22) 

Artistic Research Fellow   — Duane Hopkins (2020-23) 

Artistic Research Fellow   — Sonja Teich (2020-23) 
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Endnotes 

 

1 The “6-pack” originated as a response to the “auteur” model of filmmaking, where the director is often the sole focus. In 

this model, 6 students are accepted to each of 6 disciplines commonly associated with artistic lead positions in the film 

industry: screenwriting, directing, producing, cinematography, editing, and sound, and practitioners of these disciplines 

are trained and recognized as creative artists in their own right, and filmmaking becomes a collective art form. In keeping 

with industry developments, NFS added production design in 2005, and has also had cohorts which included documentary 

directing and visual effects (VFX). The six-pack is a very successful structure in experiential and project-based 

filmmaking programmes, allowing the students to work in collaborative teams in each production exercise which emulate 

the conditions and working relationships commonly found in the industry. It allows them to both experience industry 

practices and craft while exploring their own role as creators and artists in a collaborative art form. 

2 The Gold Fish Theory was a 360° interactive virtual reality narrative developed by sound design student Thomas Pape 

in collaboration with VFX student Jacob Thorndal, as part of their final exam project in 2017-18. The project was the first 

student-initiated project supported by CEFIMA funds. The VR installation was showcased at some film festivals in 2018-

19, and led to Pape being invited to present the developments he contributed in 360° spatial audio at the International 

Virtual Reality Professionals Association (IVRPA) annual conference in 2019. 

3 Lone Wolves Stick Together is part of the artistic research project led by 3rd cycle researcher Nadja Lipsyc. It has been 

described in detail in previous Annual Reports. 

4 The two projects in question, Love Shy and The Organism were described in the Annual Report for 2019. Unfortunately, 

both projects were stopped by the shutdown following the Covid-19 pandemic, and the students involved graduated at the 

end of the spring term, 2020. 

5 The MFA students were also caught by the disruptions caused by the Covid-19 pandemic as several of them had not 

completed production on their masters’ projects by March 12th, 2020. Despite this, however, all were able to deliver final 

projects that fulfilled the expectations placed on them although some of the final examinations were completed at the 

start of September 2020. The one exception has her examination scheduled for the spring 2021, and the delay is due to 

maternity leave. 

6 Third-cycle research-based arts education first became possible in Norway with the Norwegian Artistic Research 

Fellowship Programme formation in 2003. This programme emphasises artistic processes, results, and reflections and has 

developed a unique Norwegian or Nordic model for artistic research with a sui generis perspective that foregrounds 

artistic values when assessing research in the arts. 

7 The Norwegian expression, «kunstnerisk utviklingsarbeid», has some distinctly different connotations than the English 

expression Artistic Research. A more correct translation would be «artistic development work». A key factor in the 

Norwegian context is the focus on the artistic work and the artistic processes and methods that led to the creation of the 

work. While there are variances in the traditions between different art forms in Norway, in general the focus of artistic 

research is on the development of the art form in a broader professional context rather than expanding knowledge about 

the art form in an institutional context.  

8 From the report «Vekt på kunstnerisk uviklingsarbeid» published by Universities Norway (UHR) in 2007. Quoted from 

«Forskning og utviklingsarbeid innen fagområdet kunst», a report by the National Council for Artistic Research, 2015, p. 

10 (translation by the author). 
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